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In this paper we shall be concerned with the convolution transform 
F(x) = j-a f(t) G(x - t) dt, 
-co (1.1) 
where the kernel G(t) satisfies 
(1.2) 
with b and the ok’s real and C ai < 00. When f(t) belongs to a space of 
generalized functions which is dual to a space of functions that contains 
G(x - 0, we can generalize the convolution transform writing instead of 
(1.1): 
F(x) = < f(Q G(x - t)>. (1.3) 
A. Zemanian [4] proved that iff(t) belongs to a:,, where c and d depend 
on the kernel (or to even more general spaces for those transforms whose 
kernels belong to class II or III) the Hirschman-Widder real inversion theory 
[l, Ch. VI] still holds in the sense of weak limits. That is, 
where 
D=$, e”W(x) =F(x + k), ,lilim b, = 0 
(1.5) 
and # E 9 (the Schwartz space of test functions). 
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The example f(t) = (1 + t2)p1 G(k - t) shows that the spaces of general- 
ized functionsf(t) for which (1.4) was proved do not include all the functions 
f(t) for which (1.1) converges absolutely (of course the spaces do not include 
all those that converge only conditionally). Since the Hirschman-Widder in- 
version formula for functions was proved only under the restrictions of local 
Lebesgue integrability and conditional convergence, the problem arises whe- 
ther we can extend the generalized function space to include those functions. 
We will partially solve this problem by introducing new natural spaces of 
generalized functions that will include all functions f(t) for which (1.1) 
converges absolutely. An example will be given where (1 .l) converges and 
our spaces do not include the corresponding f(t) and thus the problem 
mentioned is still open. 
2. TEST FUNCTIONS SPACES AND GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS SPACES 
For the convolution transform (1.3) we shall define spaces of generalized 
functions that depend to some extent on the kernel G(t). We recall the classi- 
fication of kernels G(t) (see also [I, p. 1201). G(t) E Class I if E(s) has both 
positive and negative zeros. G(t) E Class II if E(s) has only positive zeros and 
I& ai1 = co. G(t) E Class III if E(s) has only positive zeros and 
CL a2 < co. If G(t) is defined by (1.2) then either G(t) or G(- t) belongs 
to one of the three classes mentioned above. 
We shall define spaces of test functions using a sequence of semi-norms, 
(see also [4, p. 3281 and [5, p. 10901). A f unction belongs to the space if every 
semi-norm of it is bounded. The topology is generated by the sequence of 
semi-norms. 
A. The space jr(G), when G(t) E Class I, is defined by the semi-norms 
M41 
a&) = 
1 
-2;F<m G(- t) h’“‘@) * (2.1) 
B. The space J,,(G, r), when G(t) E class II, is defined by the semi- 
norms iPk@)l 
/&c(h) = 
1 
-a?$& G(y - t) 
hfk)(t) . (2.2) 
C. The space Jm(G, T), when G(t) E class III, is defined by the semi- 
norms {yk(h)} where Supp h(t) C (T, co): 
y,(h) = sup 
1 
eT G (T + b + f ai1 - t 
k=l 
(2.3) 
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The spaces J(G)‘, ],,(G, y)’ and JIII(G, T)’ are the duals of J,(G), IdG, r) 
and JnI(G, T), respectively. They are sequentially complete with respect to 
weak and strong topologies since Jr(G), J,,(G, y) and ]rII(G, T) are sequen- 
tially complete [2, p. 12-131. To save space we use Jinstead of J,(G), J,,(G, y) 
and Jm(G, T) and J’ instead of J,(G)‘, J,,(G, r)’ and Jm(G, T)’ in case a 
certain statement applies to all of them. 
The spaces we have defined have many properties similar to those of the 
space defined by A. Zemanian in [4], and we shall list some of them: 
(1) Since (11” , /3a and y0 are norms (the last only when h(t) = 0 for t < T), 
the sequences {an}, {&} and {m} are separating. 
(2) I. For h E J,(G), set &(h) = F<;x a,(h). 
II. For h E Ju(G, y), set B;(h) = ~<~/%(h). 
III. For h E Jm(G, T), set y;(h) = ~<y yk(h). 
With these definitions c&(h), &(h), and r;(h) are monotonic sequences of 
norms which generate the same topology as {ark}, (83 and {rlc} respectively. 
(3) Differentiation is a map from J into J. 
(4) Differentiation is a map from J’ into J’ where a derivative off(t) E J 
is defined as usual by (f(‘)(t), v(t)) = - (f(t), v(l)(t)) for every element 
of J. 
(5) It is obvious that for a Cauchy sequence q~” in J of #j(t) converges 
uniformly on every compact set for k = 0, 1,2,... . 
(6) For a givenf E J’ there exists an Y > 0 such that: 
If f E J,(G)’ then I ( f, YJ> I d C~(V) for all Y, v E J,(G). 
Iff E J&G Y)’ then I <f, v> I G C,%(d for all R v E JdG, Y). 
Iff g JdG, T)’ then I<f, v> I d G(v) for all v, YJ E JIII(G, T). 
The proof of these statements follows that of a similar statement in [3, 
p. 841. 
3. FURTHER PROPERTIES 
In this section we shall show that G(x - t) E J for some x (Lemma’s 
3.2-3.4) which will allow us to write the transform F(x) as (f(t), G(x - t)). 
We shall prove first the following Lemma. 
409/26/2-8 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let G(x) be dejked by (1.2), P,(D) by (1.5), P,(D) = 1 and 
G,(x) G P,,(D) G(x). Thenfor anypair of integers m = 0, I,... and n = 0, I,... 
there exist n + 1 real numbers c,,(m),..., c,(m) such that 
Gt’(x - t) = go cj(m) Gj+, ix - t + b,+i -- 6, - y a;‘), (3.1) 
r=m+1 
where G,(t) = G(t) and b, = b. 
PROOF. Obviously 
DP,(D) = a,+,P,@) - am+lpm+l(~) explPm+l - bm - a&> Dl. 
Repeating the same argument n times we get 
of which (3.1) is an immediate consequence. 
With the help of Lemma 3.1 and asymptotic estimates for G(p)(t) [I, Ch. V] 
one obtains the following three results: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G(t) E class I. Then G,(x - t) E J,(G) for any x and 
m = 0, 1, 2 ,..., in particular G(x - t) E J,(G). 
LEMMA 3.3. If G(t) E class II then G,(x - t) E J,,(G, y) for 
x > y - b + b, - il ai1 
and m = 0, l,... = in particular G(x - t) E J,,‘(G, y) for x > y. 
LEMMA 3.4. If G(t) E class III then G(t) = 0 for t > b + C a;l and 
G,(x - t) E J&G, T) for x > T + b, + C&+1 and m = 0, I,2 ,... . 
We shall assume h(t) is locally Lebesgue integrable in the following three 
Lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.5. If G(t) E class I and sza G(x - t) h(t) dt conwe-rges absolutely 
for some x, then h E J,(G)‘. 
LEMMA 3.6. If G(t) E class II and j’-“m G(x - t) h(t) dt conwerges absolutely 
f OY x = x0 , then h(t) E J,(G, x,,). 
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LEMMA 3.7. If G(t) E class III and J-zm G(x - t) h(t) dt converges &solute- 
Zy for x = x0, then h(t) E J&G, 7) where 
PROOF OF LEMMAS 3.5, 3.6, AND 3.7. We have to show that for each 
v E J the integral (q~, h) = jra p)(t) h(t) dt converges and defines a continu- 
ous linear functional on J(G). But we can write 
j-m c+,(t) h(t) dt = j, [ G(;(y t) ] G(5 - t) h(t) dt, 
-m 
where [ = 0, 5 = x0 or 5 = x0 - b - C& ai1 when we prove Lemma 3.5, 
3.6, or 3.7 respectively. We estimate v(t)/G([ - t) by 06(v), B(p)) or y,,(p) 
for Lemmas 3.5, 3.6, or 3.7 respectively. The absolute convergence of 
J-“m G(< - t) h(t) dt concludes the proof. 
REMARK 3.8. It may happen that h(t) is locally Lebesgue integrable, 
and that the integral s-“m G(x - t) h(t) dt converges conditionally, while 
h(t) $ J’. An example of such an h(t) for G(t) E class I is 
h(t) = 5” t<1 
([G( - t)]-1 t-t sint, t > 1. 
In this case s?m G(- t) h(t) dt converges conditionally while 
p(t) = G(- t) sint E Jr(G) and (dt), h(t)) 
diverges. One can note that modifications of this example holds also for the 
other spaces. 
REMARK 3.9. A. Zemanian [4] defined the spaces 2& and $4,:, . When 
proving theorems about any particular kernel G(t) E Class I, the assumption 
was made that c < 01s and d > aI , where 
a2 = min{ak , co [ !?!k > O> and a1 = max{ak ) - co 1 uk < o}. (3.2) 
Under that assumption J;(G) 2 2$Id since Jr(G) c gcid and the topology of 
Jr(G) is finer than that induced on it by 2& . However G(x - t) belongs 
also to J(G) and that is all that is needed from the test function space. 
Similar relations hold for the other classes of kernels. 
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4. LEMMAS PRELIMINARY TO THE INVERSON RESULTS 
We prove first the following Lemmas: 
LEMMA 4.1. If G(t) E class I, f(t) E J,(G)’ and F(x) = (f(t), G(x - t); 
then 
P’(x) = (f(t), G’“‘(x - t)) for 71 = 0, 1, 2 ,... . (4.1) 
PROOF. Since (4.1) is valid for n = 0 by assumption we may proceed by 
induction. Using (4.1) for n = k - 1 we prove it for n = k. Following 
A. Zemanian [4, p. 3301 we write 
-& [F’“-l’(x + Ax) - F-)(x)] - (f(t), G’k’(x - t)) 
z (f(t), -& (G’k-l’(x + Ax - t) - G’“-l’(x - t)) - G’“‘(x - t)) 
= <f(t), ~dz!(% t)>. 
Since obviously Bdz(x, t) E J,(G) it remains only to show that 
limeei,, 0&x, t) = 0 in Jr(G) for any fixed x. In other words we have to 
show that for each E and n there exists a 6 such that for 1 Ax 1 < 6 we have 
sup j G(- t)-’ @;(x, t) / < E 
--m< t<m 
which is clearly possible for t in any finite interval. Using the asymptotic 
estimates of G(p)(t) [l, p. 1081 we can find for each x and 71 functions A,(x), 
B,(x) and a number 6 such that 
sup 1 G(- t)-l &$(x, t) 1 < E and 
t>A”w 
t;y; (J G(- t>-l e%x, t) I < 6, 
n 
which will conclude the proof. 
REMARK 4.2. One can note that we could not estimate here 02)(x, t) by 
I @Ax, 4 I G sup 1 Gcn+k’(y) 1 + 1 Gcn+‘)(x - t) ( 
s--t<y<x+Llst 
outside a finite interval (see [4, p. 3311). 
Similarly one can prove: 
LEMMA 4.2. If G(t) E Class II, f(t) E J,,(G, y)’ and 
&4 = < f(t), G(x - t)> for x > Y, 
then (4.1) is valid for x > y. 
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The only difference in the proof is in the estimate 
sup I G(y - t)-l f&$(x, t) I < E, 
t<-B,(x) 
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which is valid since 
lim 
Gtn’(x - t) = o 
t-+-m G(y - t) 
(see Lemma 2.2 of [4, p. 3271). 
LEMMA 4.3. If 
G(t) E Class III, f(t) E .h(G, T)’ 
then (4.1) is valid for 
for x > y and any n 
and F(x) = < f(t), G(x - t)>, 
x > T + 6 + f a;‘. 
k-l 
In this case we have to estimate only 
;;p~ 1 G (T + b + f aa1 - t)-’ @2(x, t) 1 
k=l 
and when 
T<t<x-b-fa,l 
k=l 
we have 02,)(x, t) = 0. The estimation otherwise is similar to that of 
Lemma 4.1. 
In order to prove the inversion results we shall need the following Fubini 
type Lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let 
G(t) E Class I, f(t) E J,(G)', #(x) E 9 and G,(t) = f’m(W G(t). 
Then 
and 
<Gn(x - 9, 4(t)> E JdG) (4.2) 
<(f (0, G& - 41, #(4> = (f(t), <Gm@ - t), s&4>> 
for any x and m = 0, 1,2 ,... . 
(4.3) 
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LEMMA 4.5. Let 
G(t) E Class II, f(t) E J,,(G, r)‘, 4(x) E 9 and G,(t) = p,(D) G(t). 
Then 
(G,,z(x - t), W> E Jn(G, r> for x>y-b+b,,=fa,’ (4.4) 
k=l 
and (4.3) is valid for 4(x) whose support is in 
x > y - b + b, - f a,l, 
k=l 
m = 0, 1) 2 ).... 
LEMMA 4.6. Let 
G(t) E Class III, f(t) E Jm(G, T), 4(x> E 9 and G,(t) = p,(D) G(t). 
Then 
<G,& - 9, WD ~hn(G, T) for x > T + b, + f ai1 (4.5) 
li=m+1 
and (4.3) is valid for 4(x) whose support is in 
x > T + b, + f ail, m = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
k=m+l 
PROOF OF LEMMAS 4.4, 4.5 AND 4.6. Since 4(x) E 9 it has a compact 
support, say [A, B]; in Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 we restrict A by 
A > y - b + b,,, - il ai1 and A > T + b,,, + hi+I a,‘, 
respectively. To prove (4.2), (4.4) and (4.5) we write 
s;p 1 G(k - t)-l -& s: G,(x - t) #(x) dx 1 
= s;p 1 G(k - t)-l s,” G:‘(x - t) (cI(x) dx / 
= syp 1 G(k - t)-l sz G,(x - t) #“‘(x) dx ( 
< Ay%B I P"'(x> I S;P I G@ - t)-l,yyB%(x - t) I , 
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where for (4.2), (4.4) and (4.5) we substitute k = 0, k = y and 
k = T + b + f a,‘, 
k-1 
respectively. Gm(t) is increasing for t < &,, and decreasing for t > 5, [see 1, 
p. 1251, therefore maxAgxgB G,(x - t) is either G&4 - t) or G,(B - t) for 
t $ [A - 5, , B - &j, which concludes the proof of (4.2) and (4.4) (since 
A > y, B > y). To prove (4.5) we have to show jz G,(x - t) #(x) dx = 0 
for t < T. However for these 
x-->A-T>bb,+ f ai1 
k--m+1 
and therefore G,(x - t) = 0. 
To prove the validity of (4.3) we use a technique similar to that used by 
A. Zemanian for the Weierstrass transform [5, p. 10921 (the technique 
employed in [4, p. 3321 fails here). Using Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 and 
the definition of P,(D) which implies 
we have 
G,(x - t) = 2 a,G(“)(x + A,,, - t), 
n=o 
(f(t), G,& - t)> E Cm(- ~0, 00). 
Therefore using the Riemann sums we can write 
<(f(t), Gm(x - t)>> Rx)> =sf:~44 (f(th G& - 4) dx 
= lim (B - A) ~ 
Mm n zl W4 (f(t), ‘%dbr - Q) 
= ;;y ( f(t), (B ; A) 5 W,) Gn(b, - 9) r=1 
where b, = A + r/n (B - A). To complete the proofs of Lemma 4.4, 4.5, 
and 4.6 we have to prove that 
ii? I(n, m, t) = s: ~44 6,(x - t) dx in h(G), JdG, r) or MG, 9 
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respectively. We have to estimate now 
s;p 1 G(R - t)-’ [P+z, m, t) - $ s; #(x) G,(x - t) dx] / 
= sup 1 G(k - t)-’ [ (B ; A) TgI #(b,) G;‘(b, - t) 
- j; a)(x) G:‘(x - t) dx/ 1 
+ j,” I t44 I dx s;p{G@ - V’ max B-A I G;)(x, - t) - Gck)(xl - t) I}. 
O<Xz-S,<-- 
?I 
A<X,<X,G? 
Here J-: I #(x) j dx <L, and for n 3 n(~), 
il 7=1 (B ; A) #(b,) - j::-, ICI(x) d  / G ~1. 
Using Lemma 3.1 and the method that yielded (4.2), (4.4), and (4.5) we have 
sup G(k - t)-l max j Gz’(x - t) / 
t A<s<B 
< i 1 c&z) 1 syp G(k - t)-’ 
TlZ+j 
j=O 
Agi<B 
1 ( 
G,,, x-t -bb, - 1 a;l 
?.=m+l 
+ bm+,) j 
<L,. 
We also have 
“YP G@ - 4-l A<x.jy<B j Gz)(x, - t) - G:‘(x 1 - t) I 
ZA 
I~,--x,l~-- 
<B-A 
, - syp G(R - t)-' A;xcB I GF)({ - t) / < e L, . n 
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In these estimates k is equal to 0, y or T + b + Cz,, ai1 when we prove 
Lemmas 4.4, 4.5, or 4.6, respectively. Since obviously Li , i = 1,2, 3 do not 
depend on n the proof is complete. 
5. THE INVERSION THEOREMS 
The inversion theorems now follows as corollaries of the Lemmas of the 
preceding sections. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 
G(t) E Class I, f(t) E Jr(G)‘, #(x) E 9 and F(x) = (f(t), G(x - t)). 
Then 
J& (Pnmw4 a)> = <f(t), w>>- (5.1) 
THEOREM 5.2. Let 
G(t) E Class II, f(t) E J,,(G, y)‘, 4(x) E 9 and F(x) = (f(t), G(x - t)). 
Then 
where the sequence P,(D) F(x) begins at un m, that depends on 4(t). 
THEOREM 5.3. Let 
G(t) E Class III, f(t) E Im(G, T)‘, VW E 9, SUPP SW C (T> oo) 
and 
Then for x > T 
F(x) = (f(t), G(x - 9). 
where the sequence P,(D) F(x) begin at an m, that depends on y%(t). 
PROOF OF THEOREMS 5.1, 5.2 AND 5.3. Using Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 
as well as Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 we get 
Pm(D) F(x) = < f (0, G& - 9) (5.2) 
for any x, for x > y - b - Cr=“=, a$ + b, or for x > T + b, + CzSm+, ai1 
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when we prove Theorem 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, respectively. Therefore using 
Lemmas 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6, 
(f’m(W(x), $@I> = (<f(t), G& - t)>> VW> = (f(f)> (Gn(x - t) @)>>. 
To conclude the proof we must show that lim,,,(G,(x -- t), 4(x)) = #(t) 
in Jr(G), ],,(G, y) or J&G, T). It is enough to estimate I(K): 
I(k) = s?p 1 G(k - t)-’ I& J^ya G,(x - t) #(x) dx - #“‘(t)/ 1 
= syp j G(k - t>-l 1 j”-” + j:;; + jp,,! 
--m 
x G,(x - t) [a+W’(x) - +‘“‘(t)] dx ( 
and since the technique of estimating such an expression is similar to that 
used by A. Zemanian [see 4, pp. 335 and 3431 there is no need to go into 
details. 
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